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Message from the Captain
Holy calendars, Batman – we’re nearly half-way through the year! I
seem to be living out the eternal truths of captaincy, handed down in a
secret ceremony from past captains; the year is galloping by, and my
handicap is rising at an equally alarming pace. No surprise for anyone
who has played with me this year, it must be said.
There are so many positives to report on, so it’s difficult to choose
which ones to highlight. By far the most universal facet for all members
must be the condition and state of our championship course, which by
any yardstick is the best it has ever been. Despite some torrential if not
tropical weather in June, John Gubb and his staff have coped with
everything the British climate can throw at them with incredibly
impressive results.
This manifested itself most with the way the course was presented for the recently-hosted County Championships,
and the comments and feedback from all concerned were extremely complimentary. Similarly, our own Club
Championship in July proved to be a very testing, and yet all would agree our greens have never been better. My
thanks go out to the very proactive Greens Committee, headed by Andy Brown, who works very closely with the
greens team.
As for the other major golfing events to date, the Deacon
was a case of ‘back to the future’ in revisiting having
guests to the Dinner and the following days’ golf. Our
guest speaker, Gary Watson, did an excellent job as the
‘star turn’, and it was a pleasure to see well over 90
people in the Biddenham Suite that evening. I am hopeful
this puts the Deacon back in its rightful place as a major
club event. And of course, there could not be a more
applauded or popular winner than Dave Cockings – Old
Guys Rule!

Dave Cockings with the Deacon Trophy
and Matt Lea with the Judge’s Cup

Gary Watson entertains at the
Deacon Dinner
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Stewart Kenny won the raffle for the “Help for
Heroes” wedge. This event raised £950 for
my charity. Many thanks to all those who
contributed

Captain’s Day is another significant date in the diary, and my thanks go to all
those that signed up and played on the day. For my part, it was very pleasing
to see all sections of the club represented in great numbers. However,
despite a large field and several sub-sections taking part, no-one could halt
the march of the Anderson family to the prize table – well done to Phil and
Jane! My congratulations also go to Keith Burgess (best senior), and another
‘oldie’ holding off all the young guns for the Longest Drive, in the form of
Andy Brown. And last, and yet not least, was our triumphal Endeavour winner
John Farnworth, who summed up the day in his usual eloquent and witty
style.

The Biddenham Baffie was another recent and highly enjoyable golfing
event, despite some clerical issues that appeared to have Ian Clayton
playing in at least 3 different 4-balls. Notwithstanding Ian’s omnipresence,
I’m pleased to say that the Captain’s team managed to squeak home by the
narrowest of margins – better luck next year, John!
Away from the white heat of competition golf, the club match season is now
in full swing; my thanks go to the unsung heroes who both organise these
matches as well as to those who happily commit their time to playing in
them. If you haven’t previously played in a Men’s match or a Mixed Match, I
encourage you to come along and enjoy the experience. And it is pleasing
to sign this off by reporting that the Lady Captain and I remain undefeated
(ok, we have only played two matches, but it is the only format of golf that is
flawless for both of us!).
On the social side, Peter Wilson has been ploughing a very busy furrow with an enthusiasm and energy that has
been sadly missing on the House side of the club. It is highly impressive that the 125th Ball has 26 tables already
booked (some 260 people), with only 4 tables left. So if you haven’t booked a place already, I recommend you
do so with some haste! Secondly, Peter has instigated a market research survey, in conjunction with the
professional experience of Nick Sparrow, in order to ascertain what members want from the social side of the
club. Your views count, and we need as much feedback as possible in order to shape future events, so do
participate in this project if at all possible.
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As a tribute to Ian Cole, who was Club Captain in 1999
when the great drama of our move from Biddenham to
Stagsden was at its height, a water fountain was opened in
his memory by his wife Rita. The collection for a memorial
water fountain was organised by Ian’s great friend Wilf
Mannion.

Lastly, my thanks go out to all the volunteers who make our club tick;
whether it is organising matches, running gardening projects, acting as
Starters & ball spotters in major competitions, or serving on Committees. I
am singling one out in particular; having served for over 4-5 years on the
Competitions Committee, Simon Hicks is standing down as Competitions
Chairman due to a change in circumstances. How he will fill his days without
cards to assess, competitions to post, and explaining the intricacies of the
off-side law (he plays golf differently from most of us) is anyone’s guess, but
my appreciation goes out to him for the sterling job he has done.
With any luck, my next report will focus on glorious summer weather and
tales of golfing derring-do – we can but hope! Regardless of the climate,
enjoy your golf in the coming months.

Kevin Dunbar
Captain
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From the desk of the General Manager
“Well, we’re now well into July, The Open is underway this week – and yet it feels
like we haven’t come out of winter yet!
The weather this season has been diabolical and the strain that has put on the
greens-staff have been difficult to cope with both physically & mentally…no sooner
have they got the course looking the best it ever has, then along comes a torrential shower and
washes away all their good work, especially in the bunkers – so when you’re out there, please bear
the boys in mind and give them a few words of encouragement…John Gubb & his team have
worked wonders in keeping the course as well as they have this year and things like that will help
keep their spirits up!
Thankfully, we had a lucky break with the weather in time to host County Championships and the
course & facilities received rave reviews from the organisers & competitors alike and our own
players did well with Simon Hollands & Colin Beard picking up prizes, the collective just missing out
by one for the Team event – but most notably, Seb Lovell, just not quite able to hold on to win the
over-all crown, finishing runner-up to the County Champion but claiming the Colts prize.
Colin went on to claim the Club Championship last weekend in difficult conditions – having last won
it in 2010, it was great to see him back at the head of the field. One of the most welcome wins this
year though was undoubtedly in the Deacon Cup, where Dave Cockings conquered all with a
remarkable Nett 67…some 25 years after finishing runner-up – well done Dave, gives hope to
everyone for years to come!!
We’re getting ready for The 125th Anniversary Ball – and with well over 250 people confirmed, it is
likely to be a sell-out event – so if you haven’t already done so, please get your names down soon to
avoid disappointment! On the theme of the 125th, we also have a Pro-Am at the end of August, so
teams will be sought for that and there’s also an inter-club challenge at the end of July, where other
Clubs celebrating their anniversary this year, will be joining us in an event sponsored by clothing
company Glenmuir, who are also 125 years old!
On a personal note, some of you will have noticed a change of car from BMW to Mercedes as I’m
pleased to have been able to have arranged a sponsorship agreement with them – which will have
knock on benefits to the Membership, including discounts on new & used vehicles and servicing full details of which I will be sending out in due course, so that all Members can benefit from this
alliance with a top marque.
Hopefully the second half of the season will be kinder to us than the first in terms of weather –
please keep supporting the functions & entering the competitions…without the Members, it isn’t a
Club!”

Geraint Dixon
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The President’s Page
I

was gratified that a strong field took part in my President’s Putter

competition on Saturday the 7th May and pleased to present the putter to
Gary Allman.

President’s Day, Sunday the 24th July, will be a part
of our celebrations to mark the 125th anniversary
of our Golf Club. The Anniversary Competition that
morning is open to all members and features a
special incentive for older gentlemen members who may feel daunted by
a white tee event to take part. I will be supplementing the cash prizes with
my own prizes for best scores by over 70’s gentlemen as well as those for
ladies and men. I also hope you will join me for a drink at the bar after this
shotgun event.
This edition of the BGC Recorder also marks the 125th Anniversary by
updating the history of the Club. The only written history of our Club is
called “Remembrance of Times Past” by Ashley Watkins who was Club
Captain 1968-1970. He published his book in 1991 to mark the Club
centenary. I have edited an update that describes the momentous years 1991 - 2000. I will bring us
up to date with the history of the Stagsden Years as part of the Autumn edition.
My thanks go to all of you who have contributed to this history and especially to Jim Anderson,
Judge John Farnworth, Keith Turner, Les Sharman, Anne Harris, Vic Macdonald, Tony Ciampa,
Daphne and Alvan Davies.
Members may recall that the 2016 AGM accepted a revised version of the Club Rules. A new
element in these rules was the requirement to establish a Past Captains’ Committee (PCC). This met
for the first time on 7th June 2016 and agreed its purposes and procedures. They are aimed to
recognise those members whose golf or life achievements bring honour to the Club and those
whose work on behalf of the Club has been exceptional. The PCC is an advisory body and will make
recommendations to the AGM after consultation with the Board. More details will be found on the
Club website.
Past Captain Clive Haywood has been occupied recently making improvements to the Club website.
The aim is to make it simpler for members and visitors to access information and to give it a stylish
modern look. The website is only useful for members if it is up to date. If any member was willling to
support the Club by keeping the members’ sections updated their help would be very welcome.

Roger Willis - President
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Report from the Chair of the Board
Summer is here at last!

Well, between 3.00pm and 4.00pm last Sunday at

least. Following on from the positive financial year last year, the challenge for
the current year was to maintain that progress. We are well into that year now
and we are on budget for another positive year.
As you are all aware this has been a very wet Winter and Spring and most members and visitors alike
seem to be fair-weather golfers! The Club relies on a number of sources of revenue; members’
subscriptions being of paramount importance, but also visitor green fees and general clubhouse food
and bar spend. Along with an extended period of inclement weather, goes a reduction in visitor and
member attendance, resulting in a fall in clubhouse revenues. Consequently the bar and catering
numbers are behind budget, but with the next few months being the big summer months, we hope to
reclaim back some of that shortfall. The Club relies on members using these facilities and if there are
any areas where you think we can improve the service, the Board are always open to positive
suggestions.
The subscription numbers from the existing membership and new members joining during the year,
however, will be ahead of budget for the year. This is an encouraging statistic. As the Board has said for
a number of years, if we can continue to invest in our main asset, the Course and provide continually
improving clubhouse facilities, we will retain our membership and encourage new members to join. We
have managed to do that in recent times and we will continue to make that the main focus going
forward.
In early Spring, John Gubb and his team took delivery of a Turf Iron, which was a significant capital
purchase for the Club, but one that will bring rewards in the future on the Course. The reasoning
behind this was to try and take the Course to the next level, by making the greens a bit quicker. For
those who have played recently around the County Championships and the Club Championship
weekends, you will probably have noticed this target has been achieved! The condition of the Course
at the moment is probably the best it has ever been and great credit must go to John and his team for
their work in this area.
As mentioned in the February issue, work has now been completed on the refurbishment of both the
upstairs toilets, the new carpet and nosings for the stairway and the new carpeting and decoration in
the corridor to the Biddenham Suite. One area which now stands out as requiring some investment is
both the men’s and ladies’ changing rooms and toilets.
This area is now the next big project the Club is considering undertaking. At the moment we are at the
stage of trying to crystalize exactly what the requirements are and the likely costs. Once we have
established what is possible within budgetary constraints we will need to look at any planning issues
and spend some money of producing outline plans and a detailed schedule of costs and timescales.
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At that point the intension is to have a consultation period with the membership such that everyone
has an opportunity to express their views and comment on the plans and the vision for the future. It is
hoped we will get to that stage by the end of this calendar year.
In conclusion, the Club is still in a very good place and we are confident of delivering another positive
set of financial accounts. The usual mantra still remains, however, in that we need to maintain the ongoing support of members to utilise the facilities in the clubhouse and to continue to support
forthcoming events. Without that member support we will be unable to continue with the continual
improvement of the Course and Clubhouse. It is also very pleasing to hear the constant comments
from new members as to how well they have been received within the Club. This is something we
should be proud of and further enhances our reputation of being one of the best run Clubs in the
County.

Steve Coppock

Chair BGC Board
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Course Manager’s Report

The team certainly has been kept very busy over the past few weeks not only with the
number of major club and county events, but also with the weather, which has been very
unpredictable to say the least.
It’s been the second wettest June since we relocated here at Stagsden (only 2012 being
wetter) but it’s the way in which we have received the rainfall in the sharp and heavy bursts
that has made managing the course so difficult.
The grass has been growing at an alarming rate; we have had to be much more intense with this year’s mowing schedule
than in previous seasons, which haven’t been made easy by all the heavy thunder storms, also the grass just doesn’t cut as
well when it’s lying wet.
The weather has now become a little kinder and we have managed to make our first pass around the course with a
selective herbicide for the weeds, which have taken full advantage of the good growing conditions.
The deep rough should now start to thin out a little with higher air temperatures and the dryer weather, I know these areas
sometimes cause a few issues with members especially if you wander too far off line.
We are well into the Club’s 2016 competitions with the course receiving lots of positive comments from competitors in
events such as the County and Club championships, However the day before this year’s Captains Day we experienced one
of those heavy down pours, all of the bunkers and a majority of the Banbury chip pathways (including the flat one behind
the 16th tee) were completely washed out. After many hours of shovelling material and pumping out water only five
bunkers were out of play by the Saturday morning. The amount of work undertaken by the team I know was appreciated
by all the players, and made me very proud of all the greenkeeping team here at the club.
In March Ben Clark started work here, moving from Heacham Manor golf club, near Hunstanton in Norfolk .He started
there as the apprentice and after working for 3 years wanted a new challenge and the chance to relocate to this area.
If you see him out on the course please say hello and make him feel welcome.
The department over the past few months has taken delivery of a couple of pieces of new equipment, our new tractor
replaces the two older compact tractors, it is a slightly more powerful one and also comes fitted with a safety cab, which
allows us to carry out all the spraying to the large outfield areas around the course more safely.
The other piece of equipment is a turf iron, I know from my experience when working in America and the times when we
managed to borrow one here at the club what a difference it would make to our greens. It has allowed us to help improve
the smoothness and trueness of the putting surfaces and also helped with the green speed, especially when we are
building up for a major club event.
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With the favourable growing conditions this spring the wildflowers have also grown well, we have decided to enter the
golf course environmental competition again this year as we did so well last year, to see if we can receive another visit
and the invaluable advice from the competition judges later on in the year.
Keep an eye out around the course especially in the roughs and pond margins for all the different varieties of orchids.
The team have also spotted a number of species of birds out on the course recently, barn owl, kestrel, buzzard, red kite
and a kingfisher have all been seen, if any member has a sighting of anything out of the ordinary please let us know as we
like to keep up to date with all that’s out there.
In October I will be part of the support team at Kingsbarns Golf Club for the Alfred Dunhill Links Championship, It will be
good to catch up with past Bedfordshire greenkeeper Scott McFadyen and see firsthand the magnificent links course.
We also currently have past members of the team working at Wentworth and Beaverbrook golf clubs; it’s nice to see past
staff members continuing their progression through the greenkeeping ranks at such prestigious golf courses.

John Gubb

Course Manager

Dean operating the new turf iron
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Report from the Chair of Competitions
My last recorder entry before departing for Sherborne, although I will remain a
country member at BGC. New look competitions team coming soon...

Good news / Bad news.
We continue to have increasing numbers of members wishing to play in competitions. As I have said
before, it’s a high quality problem – but nonetheless, a problem. Before the diary is published for next
year we will have to look at the format of some events where we have added another competition to
boost a field. Predominantly, the Club Championship, the Anderson and the Kline cup, where numbers
for the alternate competition are swamping the main event. We had three competitions this month
(Captain’s Day, Lord Lieutenant’s Trophy and the KVP on Festival weekend) where we had demand up
to the course maximum start of 120 players. There were also reserves lists for all three.
No shows on the day are therefore doubly discourteous to your fellow members. Not only do you
disrupt the field on the day, but it now GENUINELY means somebody misses out on a game. Please,
please consider this when rushing to put your name on the sheet.
New handicaps
There is a new bit of software in town that uses an algorithm to calculate a new handicap from three
cards submitted. In the old days (ie pre 1st March this year) we picked the best card, brought all scores
down to a maximum of double bogey and voila, that was your shiny new handicap. Don’t ask me why,
but the software gives a handicap two or three shots less generous.
Results
The Club Championship was played in some of the toughest conditions we have had for many years
with only 48 players making the Sunday round. Scores were predictably high. Colin Beard in the end
prevailed from Seb Lovell and Matt Lea all playing in the final group with Colin carding 75 and 79 –
very many congratulations. Conor Kavanagh won the Biddenham Cup with net 71 and 75 and actually
came fourth in the Club Championship – a great effort.
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By far the biggest cheer I have ever heard at the club on the announcement of the winner of a
competition was for this year’s Deacon Cup winner, Dave Cockings. His was also probably one of the
most heartfelt and best winners speeches we have heard – it made Bambi seem like a comedy. His
net 67 cocked a snook at the pesky youngsters in the field, but having said that, hats off to Matt Lea
for winning the Judges Cup with a fantastic gross 74.
Conor Kavanagh and I won the Foursomes Cup beating team Lovell in
the final. It would be remiss of me not to mention our semi final against
Messrs Beard and Haines (because I know they are still chuckling) where
we used a universe worth of luck with 8 up and downs and three chip
ins, culminating in a thirty yard one from Conor on the last for a three,
net two !
The President’s Putter was won by Gary Allman with 41 points. Our
thanks go to President Roger for his generosity at both the bar and with
prizes. Rob Sparks won the 5th Morgan
medal with Bernie Bone winning
division 1. The following week Bernie
won the Rawlins bowl with an ecstatic
Tony Donnelly, achieving his first board honour. Tony proceeded to
gain his second board honour winning the Lord Lieutenant’s Trophy
with a magnificent 39 points. I say magnificent because it was a day
where handicap adjustments were reduction only. It was also great to
see a lady on the podium with Sally Shayler coming third with 35
points.

Bryan Lewin won the Jim Baxter Salver
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Lord Lieutenant Helen Nellis dubs her
new Trophy winner Tony Donnelly

Les Sharman and Iain MacFarlane won the Gale Salvers qualifier with a very
good 42 points and Paul Serrecchia won the Kline Cup with a net 68. Paul also
won the 4th Morgan with Keith Burgess
winning division 1.
Glen Anderson and Liam Greenwood AKA
“The Bedfordshire Bandits” (they really do
have the T-shirts) won the Tom Donnelly
Salvers with an eye watering 43 points.
Tim Moxon won the Coronation Cup with 41
points and Harry O’Dell the Guy Pym Cup
with 40 points,
Congratulations to Harry on a handicap reduction from 19 in January to 11.8

“I’m sure I’ll find Sherborne Golf Club an equally interesting mix of characters, but
thought I’d share some of the odder moments from playing at Stagsden.
The player that told me on the first tee that he was carrying two drivers. “One for draw, one for fade” ?. “no, one
I can’t hit” !
The player bemoaning he was short of the green with his approach with an 8 iron, because I always hit an 8
iron. What normally happens ? I’m always short.
The player who, when I asked is my ball odd or even to decide the honour and got it wrong, then gave me a
lecture as we walked the first fairway on how he would have to keep an eye on me and my games, because I
already knew what number the ball was !
My first Calcutta starting 7 down and full of fear. Hitting the first green in two, my opponent then picking his ball
up from 20 yards short because “I can’t chip” !
An unnamed Captain throwing his club and hitting the bag of his partner. His apology was “sorry, that should
have hit my bag” !
An opponent getting agitated on the second because it was only the second hole, and he was only just out of
bounds.
My playing partner in a Tankards match, Jon Keep throwing our opponent (a previous committee member –
Chair of House) completely off his game by suggesting he was head of bingo and quiz nights. He could not
concentrate for telling us how much more was involved in the role.
A favourite from Jimmy Cunningham who remembers playing my father in a match, where my father said to his
playing partner “if you mark that ball again, you might hole it” !
The player that is convinced he would have had more points off the old ¾ handicap system rather than the
new 90%.
PS. Am I the only player in the club to have had an airshot in both the Club
Championship and a Texas scramble ?”
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Simon Hicks

Summer update from the Greens
Committee

The past 2/3 months have been, to say the least, quite trying for John
and his team. Rainfall in our area for June alone was over 4 times the average for the month with some
exceptionally heavy storms and while these were in the main very localised the area they mostly located
themselves over was our course. An example of this being the downpour we had on Thursday 16th
June, when John heard from the course Manager at The Bedford GC on the Friday morning, a course
situated some 3 miles away, they had recorded 3mm of rain, we were not so lucky and had 20mm which
not only washed out and damaged every bunker on the course but also relocated much of the material
that made up many of our paths to new and interesting places. But by Captain’s Day on Saturday the
18th a few tonnes of stone and gravel had been shifted and all except two greenside bunkers were back
in play; a great effort by our greens staff.
Apart from the damage, disruption and additional work caused by some of the recent weather there
have been many other knock on effects the main one being the growth rate of grass to all areas of the
course. Possibly the most noticeable change being the increase of the grass density. The plus side to
this is we have been able to see clear definition from fairway to semi rough and into the rough to a level
we have previously struggled to achieve. The obvious down side is, if it`s considered a down side, the
course has been playing quite tough over the past few weeks and the rough is possibly best avoided
for all those who are not built like Arnie.
However following many suggestions to get the scissors out I feel it is important to point out that with
regard to the length of grass, the rough as well as all other cut areas are the same as they have been for
the past 10 years when the Course Policy Document was last amended. It is ironic that mention is made
in said document relating to both the semi rough and rough for “ways to thicken up the rough to be
investigated on an ongoing basis” . 100mm of rain in 5 weeks and temperatures between 16 and 24
degrees appears to be the answer. That aside the choice we have is, leave it at the present height or
alter the policy document and reduce the rough height. My concern with the latter would be if we
reduced the rough to 35-50mm and then had a dry spell the grass would thin out measurably to a point
it would be of no great penalty, a criticism of our course in the early years and given how it looks at
present an outcome I’m sure none of us would wish to revisit. It is appreciated that golf for all of us as
Club Members is for pleasure and we will continue to monitor all aspects of the course to improve the
experience of players of all abilities.
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With the above in mind there have been a few changes to the course recently and more will follow. It has
also become clear that the reason for any changes made are not always fully understood or are possibly
misinterpreted, therefore it has been suggested at Committee that under the heading of “Course
Information” explanations will be posted on the notice board whenever a change is proposed/made to
keep everyone informed of any alteration and the reasons behind it. As previously mentioned we are
constantly looking at ways the golfing experience of you all as well as our guests can be improved and
with this in mind should you have any ideas please let us have them, whilst we may not be able to
accommodate them all, as that could make for an interesting looking course, we are also equally as
unlikely to think of everything.
May I thank everyone who have made so many positive comments to those of us on the greens
committee about the condition and presentation of the course, coupled with those made by visitors,
guests and many of the Counties best known scratch golfers who played in the County Championship in
early June are gratefully received and much appreciated, though I would add I do see part of my role as
Chair of Greens is being a buffer between you the Members and those who maintain our facility.
Therefore any problems or complaints please talk to myself, however should you wish to compliment the
course please speak to a member of the greens staff when you are on the course. They all take an
immense amount of pride in the work they do and the end product they achieve and it’s they who
deserve all the credit for the course being in the condition it is.
Finally a request to you all to play your part in looking after our Course. In particular please observe the
requirement not to take a trolley or buggy beyond the white lines around the apron to the greens
especially at the 14th where it is a mistake to take your trolley up between the lake and the green.
Observing this request and reminding others to do so will improve the grass surface in these protected
areas. As always please rake bunkers and replace divots when you are playing. If we all repair our own
pitch mark and then look for one another to repair it wouldn’t be long till it wasn’t possible to find that
other one.
Thank you all again for your continued support, enjoy your golf and keep it on the short grass

Andy Brown. Chair of Greens.
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Natural History of Stagsden

Bird Life on the Golf Course
Land in 1891
The bird life in the spring of 1891 would have been struggling to recover from the worst blizzard
that southern England had ever experienced. This blizzard covered great areas in snow which then
froze putting all wildlife in great danger.
The area that the golf club stands on wouldn't have been much different in 1891 than it is today. The
woods would have been in place and the rest of the land would have been split between grazing and
crops. Large trees would have stood in isolation over the area, some of which can still be seen today.
The pond on the right of the 1st fairway would have been where the farmers cleaned their horses’
legs after ploughing. This pond is brick lined and is featured on all the old maps. Some of you will
know that the 18th fairway was pasture land prior to the Golf course development, this is borne out
by how lush the rough is!
Farming practices in 1891 were much more wildlife friendly with wheat being set in the spring and
harvested in September. As all harvesting was hands on, using people and horses, some grain was
not picked up and this grain kept seed eating birds going throughout the winter. Also pesticides
were not in use and all fields and crops would have been filled with wild flowers and more
importantly insects and butterflies.
The main beneficiaries of the spilt grain would have been the seed eating birds, such as
Greenfinches, Goldfinches, Corn Buntings, Cirl Buntings, Linnets, Yellow Hammers, House and Tree
Sparrows and Chaffinches.
The Corn Bunting and Cirl Bunting have reduced in numbers since those days by 95% and can only
be seen in very small areas in the country, usually where they are being fed through the winter. When
I moved in to my present house in 1974, Corn Buntings could be seen singing from electric wires in
the field behind our house, sadly those days have long gone. Their song is like a bunch of keys being
shaken and used to be heard all over the country.
The other birds mentioned can be seen on the golf course
but in greatly reduced numbers.
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Skylarks and Meadow Pipits would have been a common
sight back then, singing over the crops and nesting on the
ground amongst the crops or around the edge of the
meadows. As mentioned earlier, crops were planted in the
Spring and were only just growing when the ground nesting
birds started to nest. This gave them some protection from
predators but more importantly when the young hatched the
ground cover was low and did not get too wet. Wet and cold
conditions are the biggest killer of all ground nesting birds.
These days wheat is planted in the autumn and is called winter wheat and by the nesting
season in May is already 12-18 inches tall and growing. If June is wet and cold, which has been
the case lately, the crops get very wet and the young birds die of cold and hunger.
Back in 1891 the meadows and to some extent the crops, would have been filled with wild
flowers and weeds. These plants would have been the home for countless insects and
butterflies, which in turn would have been the basic food for many insect eating birds.
Caterpillars, beetles and flies would have been in great numbers, possibly not good for the
crops but excellent for the bird life. Birds like
Cuckoos, Swallows, Swifts, House Martins and
countless different type of Warblers, including the
Nightingale, would all have done well on this food
source.
How many of you remember going off on holiday
in the car and finding when you had arrived at your
destination, the car radiator full of dead insects and
the windscreen having to be cleaned due to insect
strikes. Fifty years ago there were insects and
butterflies all over the place, however due to
intensive farming and the use of pesticides, year in and year out, numbers of insects are now
well down.
This has had a knock on effect with numbers of all types of birds, well down, even the humble
House Sparrow is now in decline.
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If you are lucky enough to visit Extremadura in Spain, or some areas in Greece, you will see how
Britain looked years ago when farming was more relaxed. In this area of Spain there are countless
butterflies and insects and the bird life reflects this, with countless British rare birds in abundance.
It is worrying though that as these areas catch up with modern farming techniques and their
insect life starts to reduce, the effect on all birds will be catastrophic.
However on a brighter note, the RSPB in the UK are buying up certain areas and are trying to
make a difference.
The woods would have been home to various types of Owls, Woodpeckers and the beautiful
Turtle Dove. This Dove visits our area in the spring, it is smaller than the Collared Dove and could
be seen in great numbers back in 1891. This bird has also greatly reduced in numbers and is now
seldom seen or heard. The more common Collared Dove didn't reach the UK until the 1950's, but
since then has spread all over the country and can be seen in most gardens. The advantage this
Dove has over the Turtle Dove is that it is resident to the UK and doesn't have to migrate through
Malta and face their gun totting residents!!!
The good news is that John, our head Green Keeper, is trying very hard to produce a Golf
course that is environmentally friendly, helping our native wild life.
Lastly, please keep your eyes open around the course, and let me know if you see anything of
interest.

Barry Sullivan
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Ladies’ Captain’s Report
The Ladies Club Championships on June 14th were a great success.
Sally Shayler won the Championship for the 15th time. A tremendous
achievement and a popular winner. The Club Captain arranged for Sally to be
presented with the Trophy on Sunday 3rd July at the Club Championships
presentation to give her the prominence and recognition she deserves in the
club.
The Millenium Trophy was won by the
Ladies Captain – a surprise result! The ladies much
appreciated the help of the men in making this an enjoyable
day. Thanks to Keith Turner, Tim Whitwham and Steve
Coppock. Captain Kevin as starter gave the day an added
gravitas! A noisy and amusing dinner ended a memorable
event.
Mixed matches are being well supported thanks to the work
of Anne Harris and Gary Fitzhugh. My first ever mixed
matches against The Bedford and S. Beds with the Captain
and the Ladies Captain playing together for the first time
have seen our Club Captain retaining his 100% winning
record. No pressure on the Lady Captain of course!
Club Captain’s Day was hugely enjoyable and the idea to mix
men and ladies largely worked well. Some ladies were
nervous before the day about playing with only men, but after
the game reported that it was a great idea.
The Captain’s hospitality was terrific and the result of the husband and wife Phil and Jane Anderson
triumphing, was an appropriate way to end.
Many thanks to the President and Club Captain’s Committee for including ladies on the Committee.
The PCC will decide on Honoraries to reward extraordinary
service or impact to our club.
The Lord Lieutenant’s Trophy attracted a good field. Tony
Donnelly was knighted this year. Well done to Sally Shayler
who came third. I was delighted that we raised £221 for the
MS Centre selling cakes at the half-way house. Thanks to all
ladies who baked. Note that this is always intended to be
shotgun open to all with the intention of meeting new people.
The Rose Bowl was won by Paula Parker and the Quaich was
won by Jane Anderson.
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Senior Ladies’ Report
Our home match against St Neots was played on a very wet course on 17th June. We
lost 2 ½ to 1 ½ and as we each only had 7 ladies in our teams the last game was
played as a Stableford.
17 ladies played in the June 9 hole competition and the Elspeth Plumb Trophy.
The trophy was won by Susan Hancock with 18 points. Our next competition is a Texas
Scramble played with the Senior men on Thursday 21st July.
Maureen Dawson

Thanks again to all Committee members for helping to make my year as Ladies’ Captain so
enjoyable. I know that all members of the ladies section are very grateful for the hard work
you put in behind the scenes to arrange all of our golf and handicaps and matches and so
much more….. Ladies – let’s not forget to say thanks to these unsung heroes once in a
while!!!
Happy Golfing!!!

Helen Nellis

Ladies’ Captain
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Bedfordshire County Golf Report
“The County, Colts and Handicap Championships were held over the weekend of 4th & 5th
June. Bedfordshire Golf Club kindly agreed to host the Championships as part of the
celebrations to mark their 125th anniversary. Many congratulations to them on this anniversary
and a very special thank you to all the bar and catering staff, the greenkeeping staff and the
office staff for whom nothing was too much trouble which all contributed to a great weekend.
Thanks also to the members for the use of their course.
The County Champion was Ryan Craig (Dunstable Downs) who just pipped long time leader,
Sebastian Lovell (Bedfordshire) by 1 shot to be crowned Champion.”
So said the report from the County.

The event was a great success and advert for our
Club in all its aspects. Long standing county golfing
colleagues were full of compliments about the golf
course.
What a shame for Seb to three putt the last and
lose by a shot. Maybe the selectors will now look at
him as a candidate for the county A team. In the
end, Colin Beard finished 14th and Simon Hollands
18th.
The Club also lost the team shield by the nearest of
margins, a countback on 439. Seb; Colin Beard and
Simon Hollands were so close.
Alongside the county championship was a 36 hole
handicap championship played all day on Sunday.
Bedfordshire did very well, clearly using home
advantage. Paul Bonito-Brook finished 9th; Bob
Lancaster 5 th ; Andy Brown 4 th and Richard
Stevenson 2nd with 142 net.
We had three pairs in the county foursomes at
South Beds in May with John Haines and Simon Hollands finishing 19th.
Our Club’s representation at county level remains with the seniors (over 55).
John Haines; Andy Brown; John Donnelly and myself all having outings to varying degrees of
success. However in the county seniors event at Luton Hoo on the 29th June, it was John Simpson
who fared best, playing well in very difficult conditions and picking up some prize money.
The county fourball event is being held at Leighton Buzzard on 31st July. We have several pairings in
the field, so I do hope we can pick up some silverware.
Billy Wheeler is working very hard as captain of the A scratch team. He organises everything very well
and has managed to procure a new set of kit for the players. The team is lying second in the league
at this stage.
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Graham’s last chip of the day at
the County Championships

Derek Field, aka “Seve” has been a terrific
captain and organiser of the mid-handicap team.
At this moment, his team is 2 points clear and
one more scoring result from two matches will
ensure we qualify for finals day at a venue to be
arranged. Well done to Seve and all his players.
The County Dinner this year is to be held at
Leighton Buzzard GC on Friday 4th November,
where the guest speaker will be Paul Broadhurst.
I will be standing down as county representative
later this year. I have thoroughly enjoyed the
post, which is not overly time consuming but I
just have too much else to do and worry about. I
am sure a worthy replacement will be found.
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Les Sharman
Representative

BGC County

Message from the Chair of House

Following on from accepting the position of Chair of House at the last AGM I then spent
some time meeting with the various officers of the club and also previous officers to
define the role, which crystallised as endeavouring ‘To Enrich the Social Fabric of The
Club’. Easily said but how to achieve this simple objective? So I embarked on a process of
trying to find out what the greater membership would like to see in place by meeting with
a number of the social golfing groups and various members. Additionally, our very busy
Lady Captain, Helen Nellis, conducted a survey within the ladies section to solicit thoughts
and ideas, the wide-ranging feedback prompted us to conduct a Member wide survey.
Thus Nick Sparrow, whom some of you will know, has kindly offered to help conduct this
survey and you may have read the notice I recently distributed on the subject.
Nick Sparrow has with a rich wealth of experience conducting market research and will be
inviting members from the various demographic groups to participate in discussion
forums, and from these forums develop an options questionnaire for the complete
membership. Nick is hoping to complete the survey in time to help with finalising 2017
diary and plans; and also to be able to share the outcome with the members at the next
AGM. The process is underway and some of you will have already been invited to
participate. The General Committee would sincerely appreciate your active participation
and engagement.
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In the meantime, with the help of Ruth Coppock, our events manager and members Jane
Anderson and Tony Peluso, I have been endeavouring to assist both the Captain and Lady
Captain where possible with events this current season, while at the same time working
with the Vice Captain to help plan events for the 2017 season. In this regard we have
planned some social events and many of you will be already aware of some of those
events. We recognise that events need to be planned and advertised well ahead,
particularly when entertainers and musicians need to be booked – these events include;
•

In the near term a new Saturday Afternoon Inclusive Golfing Event to be held
on the 30th July 2016 with a competition on the Academy course held
simultaneously with the Main course followed by a simple BBQ – we are
holding this to try and bring different groups together at the same event.

•

The 125th Anniversary ball on Saturday 3rd September with planning well
advanced and over 250 people already signed up, we are sure will prove to
be a memorable event and we would encourage you to sign up if you have
not already done so.

•

On October 22nd 2016 we are planning a 80s dance disco in that sad quiet
period as winter descends and before the Christmas festivities get into full
swing.

•

On March 4th 2017 we have booked the musicians for a Celtic night
combining St Patricks; Burn’s and the Welsh themes and menus accordingly.

•

And although a long way off we have booked a Soul Singer for July 15th 2017,
the Festival weekend, whom we believe will prove to be very popular and
contribute to the seamless connection between golf and social fabric.

As members of Bedfordshire Golf Club we are privileged to belong to a club with a
first class course, great facilities and a club house in an idyllic location with great
potential. Any thoughts and ideas members have regarding how to achieve the aim
and enrich the seamless connection between the golf and social fabric would be
sincerely welcome.

Peter Wilson

Chair of House
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Seniors’ Section Captain’s Report

I

am delighted to report that the senior section of the club is going from strength to strength. We

now have 164 paid up members and are the envy of most other visiting clubs who struggle in this
area. However, in saying that, it would be wonderful to see more of your names on the sheets for interclub matches. This is a great way to represent your club and socialize with other members, normally a
great time being had by all, be it at home or away.
The results of our matches to date: played 11 lost 6 won 5. 13 matches remaining if you have any
questions with regards to playing in these matches please contact match secretary Terry Mizzi.
I was pleased to take part in the Academy Course Championship and along with the Club Captain
Kevin Dunbar we met several new members afterwards for some light refreshments in the clubhouse.
This appeared to go down very well and hope the new members enjoyed it as much as we did.
This year, after requests, the Seniors’ Captain, past Captains and seniors committee members away
golf trip was re- instated. We went to Ullesthorpe Court Hotel & G C and were treated very well
indeed, and can recommend this venue to anyone. Tim Whitwham was the individual winner with
yours truly coming last and picking up the nickname of ‘Morse’ after a particular poor round of scoring
and only getting two points on the tenth and then going dash-dash-dash all the way in, much to the
amusement of all attending. So I look forward to playing better next year. “For sure couldn’t be worse”
I hear you say!!!!
As I write this report we have just finished the Seniors’ Invitation Day and although numbers were
slightly down some 62 competitors took part, the weather was not kind but it did not stop a good time
being had by all and I was pleased to receive very favourable comments from both members and
guests. Many thanks go to Edna Turner, Sheila Fairey and Colin Kidby for all their help in registrations,
selling raffle tickets and manning the half way hut. Thanks also to Geraint and all his various team
members for ensuring everything went smoothly and we all had a good time. The raffle raised £240,
which this year is going to my chosen charity ‘The Warwickshire Air Ambulance Service’. For those who
do not know they were instrumental in saving my life after suffering a heart attack.

Please keep an eye out for a “raffle prize aimed at the ladies”, valued at £170 which will be drawn

on Ladies Night in September. Tickets will be available from the end of July. In the meantime
thank you for your support so far and I hope you will continue to do so for what I feel is such a good
cause.
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The inaugural Stewart Kenny Trophy was played on 15th June with Stewart attending to see the
competitors tee off. We thank Stewart for this magnificent trophy which was won by Derek Pittman
with a nett 72. Congratulations Derek. Second was Mick Field with a nett 73 and third on count back
John N Bailey also with a nett 73.
The second new trophy for the over 70s this year is the 3 by 9 hole which got underway in May, it
attracted 28 entries. Alas being seniors only 7 remembered to play the first round! I feel sure this will
not happen in future after seeing the new trophy for which senior committee members and I thank
past Seniors’ Captain John Cribb for his generous contribution towards such a magnificent new
trophy for this competition. The leader at present is Bill Maxwell.
The Senior’s Club Championship was completed on the 4th July. Congratulations to Nicholas
Serrecchia who won with a three round total of 212. John simpson was second with 213 and Barry
Sullivan third with 214.
Several knockout competitions are well underway, but here are a few details of some of the
competitions coming up.

Please refer to your senior booklet for more dates and events

July 21st mixed texas scramble
August 15th Bert Hurley Salver (hopefully a member of the family from Australia will attend, to see
tee offs)
September 19th senior mixed event
MY CAPTAINS DAY WEDNESDAY 7TH SEPTEMBER

BOB GARRETT
Sadly we paid our last respects to Bob. Bob was not only a strong supporter of all competitions and
events for the main club, but the Seniors’ Section in particular, and I know that although he is no
longer with us, he will never be forgotten by any of us fortunate enough to have known him. Also
we hear that Barry Allen who lived in Canada has passed away. Members will know that one of our
competitions was named for Barry.

Brian Ralph

Seniors’ Captain
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Bob was born in Harpenden on 7th June 1946 to Peggy and Doug.
He has two sisters Pauline and Tricia and a large extended family. He
was a man who had a very happy childhood with lots of fun and
laughter and family parties and holidays. He attended Manland
Junior and Senior Schools and was a choir boy at St John’s Church
and this is where his love of singing came from. At school he was in
the football team and this was his passion….he went on to play for
Harpenden Town when he was 16 and played for them for a number
of years winning many trophies, including the Chiltern Youth Cup.
He always supported Manchester United as his idol was Bobby
Charlton.
Christine – his future wife - and Bob both attended the same Youth Club and at a local dance Bob
finally asked Chris to dance with him. They were married on 1st June 1968 at All Saints Church in
Batford, Harpenden. Karen was born in November ’68 making Bob a very proud father. For a short
time the three of them lived with their parents and then they moved into a new house in Irchester in
February 1969. Always the joker, one of Bob’s entries in their ‘First Year’ Album reads – February 15th –
First Burnt Dinner.
Bob started working for Vauxhall in Bedford as a toolmaker and used to travel on his moped from
Irchester. Shortly after this Toni was born in August 1970 – and the family moved to Kempston in
1972. During his time at Vauxhall his love of sport continued as he played for their Football and
Cricket teams. He was also a member of the social club committee helping to arrange lots of events
including the Children’s Christmas Parties and New Year’s Eve Disco’s. Both Bob and Chris made lots
of good friends during his time with Vauxhall. Unfortunately, after 20 years he was made redundant
and he then went on to work at W H Allen’s and finally to Bedford Pumps.
In his late 20’s Bob started to play golf with friends from work, and later became a member at
Bedfordshire Golf Club with Chris joining him a few years later. Golf quickly became his passion and
once retired he played several times a week and especially enjoyed playing with the ‘BOGS’ on a
Saturday. He was a good golfer and was delighted to reach a single figure handicap, the lowest being
8. He competed in lots of competitions and won both men’s trophies and mixed trophies with Chris.
Bob and Chris attended lots of social events at the golf club including mixed matches where Bob’s
humour always shone through.They made lots of good friends at the Golf Club and enjoyed many
golfing holiday’s here and abroad where the fun and laughter were always more memorable than the
golf. Bob enjoyed all types of music and enjoyed dancing and singing, he would always get up on
the dance floor with Chris and his girls. Chris remembers one St Patrick’s Night at the golf club when
he got up and did an amazing Irish Jig which brought the house down.
Bob was a kind, generous and loving husband, Dad and Grandad who always made everyone laugh
with his corny jokes. Everyone who met him knew him to be a gentle man who was always kind, polite
and friendly. He will be greatly missed by everyone who knew him.
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Special thanks to Michael Helliwell and Clive Haywood for the latest photos
of the golf course. To Barry Sullivan for another interesting natural history
article and to all committee members and to John Gubb for sending copy in
on time.
The History of Bedfordshire GC Part II The Final Years at Biddenham 1991 2000 will be sent to all members as a separate publication.
Acknowledegments for contributions to this history are due to Keith Turner,

Judge John Farnworth, Jim Anderson, Les Sharman, Anne Harris,
Helen Nellis, John Gubb, Tony Ciampa, Alvan and Daphne Davies.
Editor: Roger Willis
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